Quest Toad for Oracle
®

®

Find the edition that’s right for you.
No matter what your skill or experience
level, there’s an edition of the Quest
Toad for Oracle database management
toolset that will help you easily complete
your work with increased speed and
accuracy. With Toad, you can perform
essential database development and
administration tasks from a single,
intuitive toolset. The Toad solution makes
it fast and easy to generate queries
and reports, perform SQL development
and optimization, detect and diagnose
database problems, automate
administration tasks and more.
®

®

We offer five editions of Toad for Oracle:
Base, Professional, Xpert, Developer
and DBA. This allows you to get the best
tools for your specific business needs.
Toad for Oracle Base Subscription —
Provides time-saving functionality to help
you create and maintain PL/SQL code
with many features for both developers
and DBAs. Includes a robust, integrated
debugging suite for PL/SQL, task
automation and utPLSQL unit testing
that incorporates testing into database
development processes.

Toad for Oracle Professional Edition
— Includes all functionality in the Base
Subscription and helps developers
improve code quality with additional
components to perform code reviews
and analysis and generate test data.
It also alerts developers when they
touch potentially sensitive data and, for
an additional license fee, helps data
controllers find and protect sensitive
data easily.
Toad for Oracle Xpert Edition — Includes
all the components in Professional,
plus SQL Optimizer for Oracle, which
detects and analyzes problematic SQL
statements and automates tuning for
improved application performance.
Toad for Oracle Developer Edition—
Provides a complete team development
environment with everything in the
Xpert Edition, plus automated PL/SQL
code testing and database performance
testing with workload replay and
scalability testing. Complements the
Toad DevOps Toolkit solution to help
bring Oracle database development/
deployment processes into DevOps.

Single user subscription billing (12-month term)
Sensitive Data Awareness (flags sensitive data usage)
Sensitive Data Protection* (identify and protect
sensitive data)
utPLSQL unit testing
SQL editor
Query builder
Schema/data compare (sync in Xpert and
DB Admin Module)
Task Automation
Debugger/profiler
Data generation
Code quality analysis and reporting
SQL optimization (SQL Optimizer)
Advanced PL/SQL unit testing (Code Tester)
Performance/benchmark testing (Benchmark Factory)
Data modeling (Toad Data Modeler)
Database health checks and many other advanced
functions (DB Admin Module)
Performance and predictive diagnostics
(Spotlight on Oracle)

Toad for Oracle DBA Edition — Offers
a comprehensive toolset to simplify
complex administration tasks and predict,
diagnose and resolve performance
issues. Available for Oracle (RAC and
Exadata), the DBA Edition includes
everything in the Xpert Edition, plus the
DB Admin module, Spotlight® on Oracle
for performance diagnostics, Benchmark
Factory® for scalability testing and Toad
Data Modeler to create and maintain
data models and reverse engineer data
structures from more than 20 different
database platforms.
ABOUT QUEST
Quest creates software solutions that
make the benefits of new technology
real in an increasingly complex IT
landscape. From database and systems
management, to Active Directory
and Office 365 management, and
cyber security resilience, Quest helps
customers solve their next IT challenge
now. Quest Software. Where next
meets now.
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* Sensitive Data Protection is available for a separate license fee.

For more information about Toad for Oracle, please visit quest.com/products/toad-for-oracle/.
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